
VIOLENCE…        John Potter 

 

A lone gunman has slaughtered fifty Muslim men in Christchurch, New Zealand; and 

Western leaders are jumping over themselves to express their indignation and outrage. Why 

do I feel strangely neutral in the affair?  

 

The fact is that we live in a violent world - violence is not isolated events it is a sustained 

reality. I live in Queensland, the friendliest place I have ever lived in, but we have reports of 

murders here practically every day. I lived in South Africa for a  time; the murder rate there in 

2018 was just over 20 000, that is 55 each day of the year – more than the death toll in 

Christchurch every day. 

 

Further, I live in a land where the death rate from abortion is 90 000 per year, i.e. every day 

in Australia, 250 babies are torn or sucked from their mother’s uterus, asphyxiated, 

dismembered and thrown in a waste bucket. The rate in the USA is 2750 per day! I am 

forced to live with this sustained level of obscene violence; why would I get especially 

concerned about 50 Muslim men being murdered in New Zealand? 

 

The gunman was an Australian; Senator Wong says, “His action is not Australian”. So, what 

is Australian? It was Senator Wong who introduced the Safe Schools program into schools, 

with the result that, every day brain washed teachers are telling 10-11-year old boys that 

they may be a woman born in a male body; and, if so, they should see a General Practitioner 

and request a sex-change operation. My information is that around 100 Australian boys are 

having this operation each week; their testicles ard the penal muscle are removed and loose 

skin formed into a false vagina to which the urethra is attached so that the ‘new girl’ can sit 

on the toilet and urinate like a woman. Apparently, Senator Wong thinks this kind of action is 

Australian. If so, I am not an Australian – outrage would hardly be an adequate term for 

what I feel about this ongoing happening. 

 

CULTURAL INCOMPATIBILITY 

 

Cultural diversity does not work. Democratic countries are run under constitutions and the 

rule of law. But constitutions and laws are developed from ideological and cultural norms. If a 

people have a Judaeo-Christian belief system and culture the constitution says we are ‘one 

people under God’, say prayers before Parliament opens and operate under a system of 

common law. If we are Muslims, we say that the Moon God of Mecca (Allah) is the greatest 

god, we install sharia law and insist that women dress in burkas. If we are secular 

humanists, we work hard at getting rid of God and the traditional nuclear family.   

 

It is perfectly clear that these three cultural norms do not mix. When you build a 
democratic community in which these three cultures are present you must have social 
conflict and political uncertainty in which laws will move towards the wishes of the group 
that talks the loudest. At the present time, the Judaeo-Christian culture is holding a slight 
advantage in Australia, but it is massively under threat from secular humanists. Thankfully, 
the number of Muslims in Australia is still small, or we would be threatened by a sharia law 
take-over as has happened in Birmingham, UK.  
 
Some people see all of this, and it weighs heavily on their minds. On a pleasant Saturday 
afternoon, they pick up several assault rifles and go down to the local mosque and shoot 
eighty people. Whose fault was that? Senator Anning is right – if we let more Muslims into 
the country, we are just asking for trouble. 


